Electronic suspension control module

The electronic suspension control ESC system independently adjusts each of the four shock
absorbers in order to provide an enhanced ride and improved control over a wide range of
operating conditions. Based on input information from various sensors or from other systems
through the serial data network, the ESC module can fine-tune the ride height and damping
characteristics. The complexity of the system, however, makes it vulnerable to a few unique
problems. Owners of GM vehicles equipped with an ESC system may comment that they are
experiencing one or more of the following suspension issues. Here are the four most common
conditions we have identified and the recommended repairs:. This condition could be caused by
the wiring to the automatic level control ALC pressure sensor being shorted to ground at the
locations shown. See Figs 1 and 2. Note: The air compressor assembly may need to be removed
from the vehicle to determine if the wiring is possibly pinched between the compressor
assembly and frame. This condition may be caused by an internal fault in the ALC pressure
sensor. This may occur due to moisture getting into the sensor. Condition 3: There is a loose
hose hanging down in the left rear of the vehicle. Upon inspection, it may be determined that the
hose is damaged or has become disconnected from the air inlet filter of the ALC suspension air
compressor. Condition 4: The ALC compressor is no longer performing a self-test compressor
activating for a few seconds at start up. Condition 1: Do not replace the complete air
compressor assembly for this condition. Condition 2: Do not replace the complete air
compressor assembly for this condition. Note that the sensor is no longer serviced separately.
When replacing the sensor, install a complete air filter, dryer and sensor assembly. Installing
this complete assembly will provide a better repair than replacing the sensor only. See Fig.
Replace the ALC compressor air inlet filter and hose assembly. Safely raise and support the
vehicle. Release the air compressor air inlet filter 1 in Fig. Secure the rear axle vent hose and
compressor air inlet to the fuel fill pipe assembly. Remove the remaining air inlet hose 3 in Fig.
Install the new air inlet filter and hose assembly. Ensure the air inlet hose 3 in Fig. Condition 4:
The automatic level system will not normally cycle the compressor when turning the ignition
key on. The ESC module checks the automatic level system pressure at start up. If the pressure
is below 10 psi 69 kpa then the module will operate the compressor to add air to the shocks as a
replenishment cycle. This typically would only happen if the vehicle sat for a long period of time
or there was a very small leak. Advertisement The correction for many of the ESC system
conditions may be solved by one or more of the recommended repairs described above. Be
sure to follow the diagnostic and repair process thoroughly and complete each step. Chassis:
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and shocks. Most customers will receive their kit in 2 business days, see map on checkout
page. Front Shocks are coil-over strut assemblies. Rear shocks are shocks. OEM hardware
encapsulated in thermo-conductive epoxy. Shock Simulator Dimension: 2. It is a plug and play
system that can be installed in minutes if the connectors are already accessible. Install start to
finish will be under an hour. See the Instructions section below for more detail and videos. The
suspension control module SCM commands variable levels of current to each shock absorber
actuator in response to rough road, braking or abrupt steering maneuver driving conditions.
The current variation is performed by pulse width modulation PWM of the system voltage. The
SCM continuously measures the actual current of each actuator. When a deviation between
commanded and actual current is detected, a DTC is set. The SCM provides current to the
shocks via 2 term connector the terminals for each shock are labeled: Strut Motor Decrease
Damping Control Strut Motor Increase Damping Control The electronic suspension control
system, individually controls the damping force of each of the four shock absorbers in order to
keep the vehicle's body as calm as possible. Changes of the damping forces can be
accomplished within milliseconds. Suspension characteristics can be changed at any time by
activating the driver control mode. The electronic suspension control system consists of the
following major components: -Suspension control module connected to 3 CAN busses -Four
corner position sensors -Four magnetorheological shock absorber actuators or struts -Driver
mode control switch The SCM controls the damping forces according to the following factors:
-Vehicle speed -Steering wheel position -Engine torque -Brake pressure The SCM evaluates
these inputs in order to separately control the shock absorbers, providing an enhanced ride and
comfort level over the widest possible range of operating conditions. You can modify your
existing top mounts drill out to 0. If yes, then retaining the magnetic air-ride suspension in the
rear would be the better. Monroe Check out our Tahoe LTZ with factory 22" wheels has Monroe
struts up front and Monroe shocks in the rear. Do you want to keep the auto level functionality?
Install our half kit up front with your choice of new conventional struts. The rear auto level will
function as normal. We can do this on the rears since they don't see nearly as much current has
the front struts. There are scenarios where the SCM could damage our shock simulators with
current mA and causes them to fail. If the new RHS simulator voltage is drastically different than
the original one then the SCM will send current mA to that shock because it thinks it needs to
be adjusted. We can loan a scan tool to the customer with a new kit and perform the ride height
trim procedure following our PDF instructions. It is a function used by the GM Dealerships scan
tool to re-calibrate the suspension control module for any changes in ride height or ride height
sensors to set the 'zero' ride height position of the vehicle. It reads the ride height sensor
voltages, stores them in memory, and sets them as the normal ride height position The
Suspension Control Module SCM is calibrated from the factory for its stock ride based on the
ride height sensor voltages. This is the stock 'zero' suspension travel position for the
magneride system. The amount of current sent to a shock is proportional to how hard or soft
the control module wants the shock to dampen. If the ride height of the vehicle changes, due to
a shock or spring replacement OR If any ride height sensors have been replaced A ride height
trim calibration procedure is necessary, to re-zero the system. If the new RHS simulator voltage
is drastically different than the value stored in the SCM, then the SCM will send more current
mA to that shock because it thinks it needs to be adjusted. Setting the new normal ride height is
needed to limit the amount of electrical current being sent to the shocks OR shock simulators
during driving. This will ensure longevity of the bypass kit AND improve the response of any
remaining magneride shocks on your vehicle. The suspension calibration of the Sierras is much
more aggressive than the SUVs, without the trim procedure our shock sims will fail in a few
hundred miles. Our tool can perform this procedure from the comfort of your own driveway on a
Windows laptop in about 20 secs. Contact us with any questions, we are here to help. Click here
to be redirected to our Xineering contact page. Visit our Facebook, YouTube, and Instagram to
keep up with our latest projects. What are ShockSims and how do they work? Most of our SUV
customers that need front struts go with a pair of: Monroe front struts: and our half kit.
Download PDF. YouTube Link. OR if you would like a full diagnostic tool for your suspension
feel free to keep it. If you need a scan tool for troubleshooting or any other reason, feel free to
Contact Us. All rights reserved. This thing is no longer attached to anything other than the
wiring bundle. Answer: See picture below. Is this component just off center toward the drivers
side, or all the way on the drivers side close to the fender? Could you send a picture? This part
is Just off centre, above the spare tire, if it were in place. Component can not be seen if spare is
hung in properly. Photo would take me a few hours to send: I am doing fall chores Thanks Tim.
Exactly, when it left the factory floor, I think. That is the electronic suspension control module.
That would not cause a check engine light. You would need to get the powertrain computer
scanned for codes to see what is causing the check engine light. Most of the large parts store

chains will do that for free,. What is it? The wires appear chafed. Could this be the source of my
70k km engine light signal? Thank you Does it look like this? Most of the large parts store
chains will do that for free, Thanks for the intelligence! Questions Lists All Vehicles. Our
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